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the chartered banks. It has yet to be demonstrated how these facton
can be consistent with either “pure” free banking or any reasonabli
approximation thereto. This writer will gladly concede, however
that White has now rather plausibly dealt with one early criticism
namely, the suggestion that the Scottish dependence upon the Lon
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Convertibility
White (1984, p. ix) goes so far as to define free banking as “the

unrestricted competitive issue of specie-convertible money by
unprivileged banks” (emphasis is mine). And recently he has reaf-



1772 n.a. 451.6 th02 7.6 0
1773 n,a, 0 1803 14.6 0
1774 n.a. 0 1804 14.5 0
1775 n.a. 0 1805 11.4 0
1776 n.a. 47.6 1806 4.2 0
1777 n.a. 0 1807 5.8 0
1778 n.a. 0 1808 5.2 54.1



was tue usuas Loris! 01 paying notenoluers. C)iLulnarly, nenry ivieuueiu
(1934, p. 136) alleges that the typical Scottish banker “paid notes
instead of gold to any depositor who might call, and thus was able to
operate with a smaller reserve of gold than would otherwise have
been necessary.”

Curiously, White (1989a, p. 36) claims that statements such as the
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banks were systematically excluded from competition by means of
notes for the business ofthose whose currency needs were relatively
small in scale.

This restriction likely had two further effects. It may have served
as a “barrier to entry” for small banks since it might deny them the
“niche sfrC)feev” of ollterinly to smuili entrenreneiirs C)nrl to the iess
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in the 18th century, note that “the price for capital might be higher
than the legal maximum bank rate” (p. 155). Since consols issued by
the British government were not subject to the Usury Law (Homer
1963, p. 205), one might take the yield on consols to be a reflection
of market conditions. And, in the years 1781, 1782, 1784, and
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%Vhite, however, asserts that unlimited liability must nothavebeet
a binding constraint on the private banks because they “chose t
retain unlimited liability in the 1860s and ‘70s even after limiter
liability became available to them” (White 1984, p. 143). To argm
thus is less than convincing. Institutional structures must be viewer
contevtiinliv! the flirt thnt Scottish kinks of the iSROs seem not ta’
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